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DataSelf BI

* Ferrari promo rules
  

But first, promise us you'll keep your eyes on the road -- 
not on your mobile DataSelf dashboard.

*

Not a contest or sweepstake. Order DataSelf BI and drive a Ferrari, one of the fastest street cars, for free for one day. 
Rules at www.dataself.com/promo1306.html 

Best-of-breed data warehousing and in-memory analytics plataform
DataSelf ETL

Many of our customers would 
rather keep their eyes on the 
DataSelf dashboard -- where they 
see the clearest picture yet of 
their business. They tell us that 
DataSelf is actually more fun 
than a Ferrari.
 
But we'll let you decide.

So fast, so nimble, so liberating
that it’s like driving a Ferrari

DataSelf Analytics
New Release

Drive a Ferrari for free!
Order DataSelf BI and



Sales Commissions

Exception Reporting

Forecast any area of your business

Forecasting (Inventory, Sales, Budget)

Largest YTD sales decrease 

Top & Bottom Performer Analysis

Regular customers with no recent sales 

“Being an old dog, I know software that meets 
one's expectations is rare. DataSelf BI has far 
exceeded mine. We bought it for its world-class 
sales reporting, and now I’m saving up to 
$500,000 annually because I also use it to 
manage my inventory and  purchasing more 
effectively.” 

(John Barrett, COO at Wiley X, Inc.)

“DataSelf BI has helped us save around $250,000 
in discounts on over-stocked inventory. That 
alone has made the small investment in this 
enterprise class software a miracle." 

(Kevin Cunningham, 
IT Director at Scorpion Sports, Inc.)

Users can create more than 70% of their own 
reports and dashboards with no IT help. 

Point and click dashboards, in-memory 
analytics and data warehousing.

Plug and play templates with over 2,000 
reports and KPIs ready for customizing.

Simplifies and amplifies BI with Tableau and 
Microsoft BI technologies.
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What Customers Say

Four more reasons why DataSelf BI
leads the BI market:

Check DataSelf BI’s exciting 
new release for desktop, 
web and mobile! 


